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All materials can suffer from environmental degradation; the rate and extent of degradation depend on the details of the material
composition and structure as well as the environment. The corrosion of silicate glasses, crystalline ceramics, and metals, particularly
as related to nuclear waste forms, has received a lot of attention. The corrosion phenomena and mechanisms of these materials are
different, but also have many similarities. This review compares and contrasts the mechanisms of environmental degradation of
glass, crystalline ceramics, and metals, with the goal of identifying commonalities that can seed synergistic activities and advance
the current knowledge in each area.
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INTRODUCTION
New research activity focused on the environmental degradation
of silicate glasses, crystalline ceramics, and metals relevant to
nuclear waste forms and containers has recently been described.1
The premise is that synergistic interactions between experts in the
corrosion of these different material classes will lead to advances
in understanding that would not otherwise have been possible.
One of the commonalities associated with the corrosion of glasses,
ceramics, and metals is the formation of a thin surface layer, called
an alteration layer or a passivating ﬁlm, which may provide
protection from environmental degradation. A key aspect of the
corrosion resistance of each material is whether the ﬁlm is a
barrier to or is susceptible to corrosion when subjected to a
mixture of driving forces that challenge the integrity of the layer.
This paper reviews the basics of the corrosion and protection
mechanisms of these surface ﬁlms ﬁrst individually for glass,
ceramics, and metals, and then draws conclusions regarding the
similarities and differences in these surface ﬁlms, their formation
and breakdown, and the roles they play in the corrosion and
protection processes. The focus of this review is on examples of
glasses, crystalline ceramics, and metals that are of primary
interest to nuclear waste management. Therefore, examples of
each materials class are discussed: boro-silicate and alumino-borosilicate glasses, aluminosilicate and titanate ceramics, and
corrosion-resistant metallic alloys. Cementitious materials are also
used extensively in waste immobilization, both for encapsulation
or backﬁll and as a waste form for low level waste, but this review
does not address the degradation of cement.

OVERVIEW OF SILICATE GLASS CORROSION
Although most of this section applies to all kinds of silicate glasses,
the focus is on borosilicate glass of nuclear interest. Waste glasses
are made of an alumino-boro-silicate network partly

depolymerized by network modiﬁers. Actual waste glass contains
tens of different oxides, but researchers have also investigated
simpler versions of these materials. At the micrometer scale these
glasses are considered to be chemically homogeneous. At much
smaller scales (<1 nm) they display a short-range order like
crystals, but this structural organization vanishes above the
nanometer scale.
The primary mechanism responsible for the release of radionuclides from nuclear waste glass is through reactions of the glass
with the aqueous environment in the disposal facility. The
resistance of glass to aqueous corrosion, termed glass durability,
is not solely an intrinsic property of the glass, but is rather the
response of glass to a range of environmental factors.2
The reactions between alkali-boro-silicate waste glass and water
include: (1) ion exchange between ionic species in water
(particularly H+) and ionic components in the glass (primarily
alkali); (2) hydrolysis of network forming species (e.g., silica, boria,
and alumina tetrahedra); and (3) dissolution of hydrolyzed species
into solution. Through these three primary reactions, glass
components are released to solution and/or are incorporated into
alteration products (amorphous and crystalline phases) on the
reacting glass surface. The rates of the reactions are controlled by
many factors. Chief among them are temperature, solution pH,
and concentration of dissolved solution species (e.g., H4SiO4 and
Al(OH)4−). These processes are summarized in many recent
reviews.2–10
The processes of ion exchange, hydrolysis, dissolution, and
alteration product formation are coupled, primarily through the
chemistry of the solution contacting the glass and the properties
of the amorphous layer, which may limit transport of water and
ions to and from the reacting glass surface. The combination of
corrosion mechanisms results in component release and reaction
progress behavior with three characteristic stages that are
characterized in Fig. 1. When bare glass is exposed to dilute
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Stages of nuclear glass corrosion. (Reproduced with permission from ref. , copyright Elsevier 2013)

solution, the process begins by corrosion of the glass surface
with no solution feedback at an initial rate of r0 (sometimes
called the forward rate). This period, termed Stage I, produces a
rate that is a maximum for the given temperature and pH; it is
controlled by hydrolysis of network forming species. As the
concentration of glass formers in solution increases, the driving
force for dissolution decreases, and alteration layers begin to
form. The change in mechanistic drivers leads to a nearly constant
and slow residual rate (rr) during a period termed Stage II.
Depending on environmental parameters, certain alteration
products may eventually form that deplete the solution of glass
formers and lead to an acceleration of the release rate to rIII during
Stage III.
The time that the glass remains in each stage depends strongly
on environmental parameters that impact the rates of individual
reactions (e.g., temperature, pH, solution composition and ﬂow,
glass composition). In fast ﬂowing environments, the solution
remains dilute and Stage I dominates for long periods that might
be unlimited. In slow ﬂowing or static conditions, Stage II is quickly
achieved. It is also worth noting that the associated rr appears to
best represent the behavior of ancient natural and man-made
glasses that have been exposed for thousands to millions of
years.11,12 Stage III has been identiﬁed in selected systems when
large amounts of secondary phases such as calcium-silicate
hydrates (CSH),13 magnesium silicates,14–17 iron silicates,18–21 or
aluminosilicate zeolites22–25 precipitate. However, Stage III corrosion has not always been observed, with some systems exhibiting
slow alteration rates representative of Stage II behavior for long
periods of exposure.
Formation of alteration layers and potential-passivating
mechanisms
Although it is well established that silica-rich surface layers formed
on nuclear glass surfaces can be transport limiting,26,27 the
detailed processes by which the alteration layers form and ratelimiting reactions or phenomena attributed to the layers are still
under debate.28 Generally, highly dense and silica-rich amorphous
interfacial layers are efﬁcient barriers to water and ion transport,27,29 but the alteration layers formed on glass are often not
dense. Rather, silica from the glass, along with other glass
components such as Al, Zr, and Ca, or exogenous elements
supplied by the solution, form an amorphous, porous, and
hydrated interfacial surface layer by one of two processes: (1)
npj Materials Degradation (2018) 15

reorganization via hydrolysis/condensation reactions in which
SiO2 tetrahedra are not completely detached from the glassy
network and/or (2) dissolution and reprecipitation of species in
the aqueous solution.30,31 The relative importance of these two
processes depends on the glass composition, on the pH, and more
generally on the solution composition. There is still uncertainty in
the domains over which the two processes dominate; however, it
currently appears that dissolution/precipitation dominates under
conditions far from saturation (dilute condition, very acidic, or very
alkaline pH),32–34 whereas in situ reorganization accounts for the
formation of the surface layer when the solution is nearly
saturated in silica.35,36 A recent model suggests that dissolution/
precipitation reactions take place at the glass surface.37 However,
this model is challenged by recent isotopic evidence showing that,
in neutral or slightly basic pH conditions and in silica-saturated
conditions, the alteration layers formed on a simpliﬁed waste glass
is almost completely built by in situ reorganization of the glassy
network from which weakly bonded species have been removed
and silica is hydrated.36 It is likely that both mechanisms play a
role under different conditions.
Initially, it was thought that the alteration layer acted as a
diffusion barrier for silica or water, but the initial kinetic models
derived from this idea38,39 poorly represented the observed rr
values.40–42 It is apparent that simple diffusivity is not adequate to
address the mechanism of passivation. For example, porosity
closure within the amorphous layer was observed for certain
glasses after a large extent of reaction.43,44 This phenomenon
requires the breaking of bonding oxygen to maintain glass
alteration and could thus account for very low apparent diffusion
coefﬁcient of mobile species through passivating layers (10−20 to
10−23 m2 s−1).36,45 In the absence of porosity closure, which has
been observed in some cases, it was proposed that the nanoconﬁnement of water molecules within pores of ≤1 nm diameter
could slow down the access of water to the pristine glass
surface.36 Some experimental evidence supports this theory,
although its general applicability has not been proven. The
structure and properties of the porous interfacial layer depends on
both the glass46 and solution34,47,48 compositions, particularly the
solution pH. It is worth noting that similar conclusions have been
made for weathering of silicate minerals with major implications in
geochemical cycles.49
Published in partnership with CSCP and USTB
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Breakdown of passivation
The protective passivation mechanisms can change over time as
conditions change and the alteration layers evolve. The alteration
ﬁlms are amorphous, which means that they are thermodynamically unstable and can, according to the Ostwald rule of stages,
dissolve, ripen, or crystallize, as observed in natural glasses.50 The
crystallization of secondary phases also occurs through direct
precipitation from solution. These processes can both occur
progressively if crystallization is kinetically slow. Such a phenomenon can result in the loss of any protective properties of the
interfacial layer and change the geochemical properties of the
solution in contact with the uncorroded glass, either of which in
turn can lead to accelerated glass dissolution rate. Even though it
is difﬁcult to accurately determine the underlying mechanisms
due to the multiple acting variables, a general mechanism can be
proposed based on the nucleation and growth of zeolites that
consume the network forming elements Si and Al from the
alteration layer.51 To a lesser extent, precipitation of CSH can also
be involved in similar disruptions.34
Zeolite precipitation, with detrimental consequences for glass
durability, has typically been seen in laboratory experiments
performed at high pH (generally above pH90 °C 9.8), either
resulting from an external source of alkalinity or for high alkali
content glasses and at high temperature (≥70 °C).51,52 It is also
observed that the extent of the induction period preceding the
acceleration (Stage II) decreases with increasing pH and with
seeding of some zeolites, but not others.53 Conversely, in the nearneutral pH and lower temperature conditions representative of
most repository environments, it is not known if, over times
exceeding laboratory experiments, zeolite formation would
disrupt the passivating mechanisms, and increase the glass
dissolution rate. This important question was partly addressed in
the case of International Simple Glass (ISG)53 but requires more
work to be generalized. Similar accelerated dissolution has been
observed to be concurrent with the precipitation of certain phases
resulting from the interaction with near-ﬁeld ions. This phenomenon will be discussed later.
Other physical processes, such as mechanical stress or radiation
damage, could also affect glass passivation. The formation of
hydrated surface layers has the potential to generate mechanical
stress (i) within the layer itself, forming cracks and thus promoting
direct contact between the ﬂuid and the pristine glass surface, or
(ii) within the glass, creating fresh surfaces in the pristine
material.54–56 If fresh surfaces are created, it is then critical to
assess if the passivating effect is re-established over time. Except
in rare cases,57 there is no evidence in the literature for a dramatic
increase of nuclear glass alteration due to stress effects. The
effects of radiation damage have been intensely studied.58–61
However, no experiments carried out on actual nuclear glasses,
doped glasses with short live emitters, or externally irradiated
glasses show evidence of a potential disruption of the passivating
mechanisms under irradiation.59 Studies are in progress to see if
glasses could exhibit slightly different passivating mechanisms
during irradiation with high alpha doses.
Effect of glass composition
A wide range of borosilicate glasses are being produced
internationally due to the variations in waste compositions,
vitriﬁcation technological constraints, and glass acceptance drivers
between vitriﬁcation sites. As detailed below, decades of research
have shown that glass composition strongly inﬂuences glass
performance. The four primary impacts of glass composition on
glass corrosion behavior are: (1) the structure and properties of
the reacting glass, (2) the valence state of multivalent ions in the
glass, (3) the structure and properties of alteration products that
form by restructuring of the hydrated glass, and (4) the inﬂuences
on the solution in contact with the corroding glass. It is worth
Published in partnership with CSCP and USTB

noting that solution composition can be inﬂuenced both by the
composition of the dissolving glass and by interaction with nearﬁeld materials as described below.
During Stage I, the glass composition effects are dominated by
the structure of the reacting glass. Ion exchange properties have
been directly correlated to glass composition and medium range
order.28,62–68 Additionally, the driving force to dissolve glass
formers and therefore the rate of dissolution are dependent on
glass composition.8,69–73 During Stage II, the structure and
properties of the alteration products will also inﬂuence the rate
of corrosion. Ribet et al.52 reported the effect of many
components in glass on the residual rate of glass alteration in
pulsed-ﬂow tests at 90 °C. The value of rr was increased by K >
Li≈B > Na and decreased by Al > Si > Fe. Frugier et al.74 identiﬁed
signiﬁcant impacts of small composition changes on the rr
measured under static conditions. The valence state of multivalent
elements within the glass such as transition metal (Fe, Cr, Mn,
Tc…), lanthanides or actinides could impact glass durability in
different ways. First, the structural role of an element of variable
valency can be redox dependent. For instance, Fe(III) is a glass
former whereas Fe(II) is a glass modiﬁer. A Fe(III) rich glass should
therefore be more resistant to degradation even though the
difference should be smaller than that induced by a monovalent
cation. Second, the reduction/oxidation (redox) potential of the
leaching solution can affect the redox reactions during glass
corrosion, thus the nature of secondary phases, which, in turn,
could impact glass alteration. To use iron as an example again,
phyllosilicate iron-silicate precipitation can have a neutral impact
on corrosion75 while other iron silicates have been shown to have
a detrimental effect.18 The differences in phase formation are
often due to local redox conditions.
The effects of composition on Stage III rates have not been
systematically studied, although it has been theorized that these
rates may be dependent on the coupled reactions of precipitation
of crystalline alteration products and glass corrosion, and so are
likely dependent on solution composition and potentially glass
structure.76 Recent studies have focused on the effects of
composition on the triggering of Stage III corrosion.22,53,77–80
Clearly, high concentration of alkali elements, which increase pH,
sufﬁcient concentrations of Ca (to form CSH), Al (to form zeolites),
Mg (to form magnesium silicates), or Fe (to form iron silicates) can
promote the acceleration of corrosion rate to Stage III behavior, or
at least will maintain a high Stage II rate.
Effect of environmental parameters
As stated above, glass durability is not an intrinsic property of the
material but strongly depends on its environment. Various
repository environments are under investigation in different
countries: steel, concrete or ceramic overpacks, and clay, salt,
shale, or granite host rocks.6,81 Each design will provide a speciﬁc
water composition in contact with the glass, thereby affecting its
reactivity. The main environmental parameters that are considered to impact nuclear waste glass performance are the water
composition, the transport properties both of the near-ﬁeld and
the host rock, and the reaction products of near-ﬁeld materials
(e.g., iron-based or nickel-based metallic alloy container, cement
phases, minerals of the host rock) in the vicinity of the glass. For
instance, the literature reports several results of a detrimental
effect of iron corrosion products on glass because the formation of
the passivating layer is delayed or prevented by sorption of Si
onto iron compounds and more importantly by precipitation of
iron silicates.18,21,57,82,83 Precipitation of silicate minerals is an
additive process: in the case of phyllosilicate precipitation,
experimentally sustained by the regular supply of Fe, Mg, Ni, or
Co by the aqueous environment, the alteration rate of the glass
increases proportionally to the amount of secondary precipitated
phases.84 When Mg is supplied by Mg-bearing minerals, both
npj Materials Degradation (2018) 15
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dissolution of the primary phase and transport of reactive species
can affect the composition and the thickness of the passivating
layer, and thus the alteration rate.15,85 The detrimental role of Fe
and Mg on the long-term behavior of nuclear glass is supported
by studies on archeological glasses.18,86,87 More data are required
(composition, thermodynamic properties, and kinetics of the
precipitated phases) to perform a quantitative estimation of the
impact of this phenomenon on glass package lifetime. The
presence of cement near glass primarily affects the pH of the
solution and triggers the precipitation of CSH and zeolites as
explained earlier.
In summary, glass corrodes via a set of coupled processes
involving chemical reactions and transport of reactants and
products at various scales. Three main kinetic regimes have been
identiﬁed, which depend on the glass composition and many
environmental factors. A domain of passivation has been
identiﬁed but the mechanisms responsible for this effect can be
disrupted by the precipitation of more stable and non-passivating
compounds. To date, available kinetic models only capture part of
the known corrosion processes, which limits their predictive
capabilities. Nonetheless, based on the current knowledge it
seems possible to design nuclear waste disposal for which
geochemical conditions are beneﬁcial to achieving and maintaining the passivation of glass waste forms. This typically excludes
cement or high amounts of iron in the vicinity of glass canisters.
Programs of scientiﬁc research are underway around the world to
better understand and predict these complex processes.1,6

Fundamentals of kinetics of crystal dissolution
Kinetically, the dissolution of ceramics and minerals is controlled
by either transport or chemical reactions at the interface. Figure 2
schematically represents the kinetics of ceramic dissolution.95,96 A
constant leachate concentration with time in a ﬂow-through test
indicates surface reaction (matrix dissolution) control. On the
other hand, a diminishing leachate concentration with time
suggests diffusion control. In a static test, the concentration of
species in the leachate increases with time and the leach rate
reduces gradually because of the reduction of the chemical
afﬁnity for dissolution. As dissolved species accumulate, the
dissolution rate may also be affected by the solubility of secondary
phase precipitates especially for incongruent dissolution. Based on
a traditional transition-state-theory (TST) assuming elementary
reactions with an adsorbed surface complex,97,98 an empirical
exponential relationship (Fig. 2a) is assumed between overall
dissolution rate with the Gibbs free energy of the dissolution
reaction, ΔGr, the Gibbs free energy difference between bulk solids
and dissolved molecules. This general behavior is observed for
dissolution of silicates (e.g., albite, feldspar, and anorthite).99–101
ΔGr quantiﬁes the deviation from equilibrium and can be

A: far from equilibrium
B: transion stage
C: near equilibrium

Concentration Concentration

Dissolution rate (mol m-2 s-1)

OVERVIEW OF CRYSTALLINE CERAMIC DISSOLUTION
Crystalline ceramic materials often form at high temperature and
become thermodynamically unstable at ambient conditions. Upon
contact with water, crystalline materials experience chemical
reactions such as hydration, hydrolysis, ion exchange, or redox
reactions. Chemical bonds of crystalline oxides exposed in
aqueous environments can be broken by aqueous attack, leading
to crystal dissolution.88–93 The dissolution of ceramics can be
either congruent or incongruent. Congruent dissolution can

proceed by dissociation of ionic compounds, e.g., in MgF2, or
chemical reactions with solvents, e.g., through acid–base reactions
or hydrolysis. Incongruent dissolution occurs by selective leaching
and non-stoichiometric release of different elements, leaving lesssoluble reaction products forming an alteration layer that is either
crystalline or amorphous, similar to incongruent dissolution of
glasses. In multi-oxide ceramics as well as in glasses, the ionic
potential, which is the ratio of charge to ionic radius, may control
the metal–oxygen bond breaking in aqueous solution, leading to
very different dissolution rates of the constituent elements.92,94
The metal cations with the slowest bond-breaking rate may be left
as a residual layer at the interface with the rapidly dissolved
cations partitioned to the solution. Ion exchange can also occur, in
which mobile ions are leached from the more resistant matrix by
exchanging with solution ions, while leaving the matrix more or
less intact.

Rate = k Asurf (1-exp (nΔGr/RT))

A

TST-rate Curve

B
C

(a)
ΔGr (kJ mol-1) = RT ln (Q/Keq)

(b)

Cs
dC/dt

metastable
precipitate

1

precipitate

Cs
Csp

4

3

time

Csp

2
metastable

C=kt1/2

Cs

time

0

Fig. 2 Schematics of kinetics of crystal dissolution in water. a Dissolution rates as a function of the thermodynamic-driving force Gibbs free
energy of the dissolution reaction, ΔGr. A sigmoidal relationship can be characterized by three distinct regions: a dissolution plateau above a
critical undersaturation for conditions far from equilibrium (stage A); a transition regime in which the dissolution rate is reduced substantially
with less undersaturation (stage B); and a slow dissolution rate close to equilibrium (stage C). The transition-state theory rate is included for
comparison, showing a signiﬁcant deviation of the dissolution rate near equilibrium. b Phenomenological description of crystal dissolution
kinetics in water. Solution concentration–time curves for different dissolution mechanisms: (1) transport controlled mechanism and saturation
concentration approaching equilibrium; (2) linear kinetics far from equilibrium and truncated by saturation concentration with respect to a
precipitate phase with rapid precipitation kinetics; (3) diffusion controlled kinetics showing a parabolic rate law with the formation of
alteration layers; and (4) dissolution with precipitation of a product phase with a sluggish precipitation kinetics. C is the concentration of
dissolved species; Cs is the concentration of dissolved species under saturated conditions; Csp is the concentration of dissolved species with
respect to the secondary precipitate. (a adapted with permission from ref. 95, copyright Elsevier 2006) (b adapted with permission from ref. 96,
copyright Elsevier 1992)
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estimated based on the ion activity product of the dissolution
reaction, Q, and the corresponding equilibrium constant Keq. Like
with glasses, such a thermodynamic equilibrium cannot be
achieved for some crystalline structures that are thermodynamically unstable, and the dissolution reaction is spontaneous and
irreversible in these cases. But for some other crystalline materials,
such an equilibrium can be reached and dissolution can then stop.
For crystal dissolution in a static experiment, the system typically
starts from far from equilibrium conditions and thus the crystal
dissolution rate can be treated as constant and independent of
undersaturation (with larger negative ΔGr) (Stage A in Fig. 2a). The
leachate concentration increases linearly with time for crystal
dissolution with high solubility and far from equilibrium. With a
build-up of the dissolved molecules in bulk solution and thus
reduced undersaturation, the dissolution rate reduces accordingly
and the leachate concentration in solution reaches saturation (see
the concentration–time curve Fig. 2b-1).
The TST-based rate model provides a direct link between the
bulk dissolution of crystals and the thermodynamic quantity ΔGr
of the dissolution reaction. However, it signiﬁcantly overestimates
the dissolution rate, particularly approaching equilibrium where
the dissolution rate is low and displays an almost linear
dependence on the Gibbs free energy (stage C). Following the
dissolution plateau (stage A) for crystal dissolution starting far
from equilibrium, a transition stage (stage B) occurs with rapidly
reduced dissolution rate with reduced negative ΔGr. Discrepancies
in bulk dissolution and the TST-based rate model were observed
for albite (Na(AlSi3)O8) feldspar95 and gibbsite (Al(OH)3).102 Thus,
the TST-based rate model developed for elementary reactions
does not describe global crystal dissolution processes consisting
of multiple parallel and serial reactions. Different rate expressions
need to account for complex ceramic dissolution processes that
underlie the rate disparity from the TST rate model.95,103
The three-dimensional crystal lattice structure, morphological/
surface defects and dissolution history have signiﬁcant impacts on
the dissolution rates of crystals.104 The dissolution starts at steps
on the crystal surface, and ﬂat-bottomed etch pits (etched pits on
dissolved surfaces of single crystals) can be created from point
defects and edge dislocations. The dissolution rate increases
slowly with the deviation from equilibrium (i.e., ΔGr = 0) at stage C.
The rapidly increased dissolution rate in stage B as compared with
stage C can be attributed to etch pits opening from screw
dislocations above a critical Gibbs free energy. A step wave model
was also proposed in which the etch pits are the major sources of
steps producing massive dissolution, and a correlation between
the step wave velocity, dissolution rate, and Gibbs free energy was
established.105 The growth of etch pits propagating along the
crystal surface increases the bulk dissolution rate to a constant
value that displays a weaker dependency on the etch pit density
at stage A.
A strong dependence of dissolution rate on crystal size has
been documented in various experimental studies showing that
the increased dissolution rate of smaller particles can be driven by
the increased interfacial area.106,107 As the dissolution process is
critically dependent on surface defects, e.g., steps and kink atoms,
a coupling between the formation of kink and step sites
signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the detachment rate from crystal surfaces.
A non-linear correlation was derived for the surface area normalized dissolution rate with decreased crystal size.108 For larger
crystals, the deviation of dissolution rate from classical transport
rate theory is gradually reduced. Grain boundaries may also
impact the global dissolution rate of polycrystalline materials
signiﬁcantly, in which bond breaking or detachment may occur
easily as a result of weaker or defective chemical bonds in grain
boundary regimes. Grain boundaries may also be enriched with
highly soluble elements or formed as intergranular glassy
phases,109,110 thus leading to rapid initial dissolution rate during
aqueous dissolution.111
Published in partnership with CSCP and USTB

The bulk dissolution kinetics are signiﬁcantly impacted by
precipitation or new phase formation for crystals that do not exist
in equilibrium with aqueous solutions at ambient temperature and
pressure. The concentration–time curve is controlled by the
precipitation of low solubility phase(s) (Fig. 2b-2) if the precipitation kinetics are fast relative to the dissolution kinetics of the
primary phase. Parabolic behavior is observed for ceramic phases
with the formation of an alteration layer that behaves as a barrier
on the surface, analogous to the surface alteration of glass, and
the dissolution rate is under diffusion control (Fig. 2b-3). The
concentration–time curve (Fig. 2b-4) can be modiﬁed with the
formation of new precipitation phase(s) if the ions in solution
exceed their solubility but with slow precipitation kinetics, e.g., in
the case of silicate and aluminate reaction products.
Formation of alteration layer and dissolution-reprecipitation
For many aluminosilicates with complex chemical bonding and
composition, the relative rate of breaking of the metal–oxygen
bonds decreases dramatically in the order monovalent (Na+, K+,
Cs+) > divalent (Ca2+, Mg2+, Sr2+, Ni2+) > trivalent (Al3+, Fe3+, Cr3
+
, B3+) > tetravalent (Si4+, Ti4+, Zr4+) ions.92,112 Therefore, the
dissolution of multi-oxide aluminosilicates proceeds by sequential
breaking of the metal–oxygen bonds in that order, resulting in
non-stoichiometric dissolution of these materials and formation of
an alteration layer depleted in monovalent and divalent cations
and enriched in high valence metal cations.112 If the dissolved
metal cations are not essential to maintaining the material
structure, as in clays and zeolites, the crystal structure may be
stable. Otherwise, the structure could collapse or undergo
transformation. Kinetics of the transformation can be addressed
using either experimental or computational methods based on
the Arrhenius and Avrami equations. Thermodynamically, if the
barrier to the nucleation and crystal growth of the residual
material with respect to thermal energy is low, a secondary
crystalline phase may form. If not, an amorphous phase may form.
Such an amorphous phase is complex, often gel-like with large
pores enriched with water species, and can be thermodynamically
metastable. The silicate network of the amorphous layer may
undergo re-polymerization similar to the layers formed on
dissolving silicate glasses.109,113,114
The structure and composition of ceramics can have a large
impact on the rate and extent of the incongruent release of
elements, and the formation and thickness of the leached
alteration layers. In terms of structure, the dissolution rate for
silicate-based crystalline phases decreases with increase of the
connectedness of the SiO44− tetrahedral units and the number of
bridging oxygens in the crystal structure.89,115 In terms of
composition, the dissolution rate of Ca-olivine (Ca2SiO4) is over 3
orders of magnitude higher than forsterite (Mg2SiO4) over a range
of pH values because Mg–O bonds are stronger than Ca–O
bonds.89 For the formation of the leached layers, the thickness is
largely controlled by the relative rate of the fast dissolving metal
cations with respect to the slowest dissolving species, and if a
steady state can be reached. For many silicates, such as olivine,
pyroxenes, feldspars, and talc under acidic conditions, initial
incongruent dissolution leads to a thin leached layer and
dissolution may reach a steady state. The dissolution then can
become congruent, resulting in the alteration layer dynamically
maintaining a constant thickness while the material dissolves.116–
118
For titanates, including pyrochlore, perovskite and hollandite,
incongruent dissolution often occurs with the formation of a
titanate-enriched alteration layer.119–121 For wollastonite (CaSiO3),
however, a steady state can never be reached and Ca2+ in
wollastonite crystals can be completely leached, resulting in an
amorphous silica alteration product.118 Once Ca2+ is leached, the
inﬁnite chain of SiO4 units in wollastonite undergoes structural
transformation and re-polymerization from Q2 to Q3 and Q4 units
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dominating in the alteration product,118 where Qn (n = 1–4)
reﬂects the connectivity of the SiO4 unit in silicate and n
represents the number of SiO4 units connected through the
oxygen to a single silicon atom.
In general, the formation mechanisms and passivation properties of leached alteration layers on ceramics are not well
understood, although incongruent dissolution, alteration layer
formation, and surface precipitates have been documented.122
Two main mechanisms to explain the formation of the alteration
layer on silicate minerals have been proposed and are currently
under
debate:
dissolution–precipitation
and
ion
exchange.28,33,37,123 It is worth noting that these mechanisms are
also under discussion for silicate glass alteration. Based on
experimental and theoretical studies, it is likely that both
mechanisms are possible for both silicate glass and ceramics,
depending on a number of variables, including ceramic composition and structure, pH, temperature, and solution chemistry.
Recent developments using atomic scale microscopy have
revealed a coupled dissolution–precipitation mechanism.124 The
alteration layers are formed in a tight interface-coupled two-step
process: stoichiometric dissolution of the pristine crystals followed
by subsequent precipitation of a secondary phase from a
supersaturated boundary layer even though the bulk solution is
undersaturated with respect to the secondary phases due to
limited transport of reactive species from the boundary layer to
the solution. However, the coupled dissolution–precipitation
model is contradicted by the concept of preferential leaching of
cations for the formation of alteration layers, which is postulated
by most currently accepted models of incongruent dissolution. In
addition to the two mechanisms described above, a replacement
reaction may play a role in alteration layer formation. Understanding the formation mechanism is critical to the understanding
of the physical and chemical properties of the alteration layer,
which control the long-term dissolution rate of the materials and
their performance in the environment.
Transformation of the alteration layer has a signiﬁcant effect on
the dissolution rate. Similar to metal and glass corrosion, alteration
layers formed in ceramics may be thermodynamically metastable.
They can experience amorphous-to-crystalline transitions,
crystalline-to-crystalline transitions, as well as microstructure
evolution and micro-chemical variation. These transformations
are thermodynamics-driven and kinetics-controlled processes. For
example, a 10-nm-thick Ti(OH)n amorphous layer forms upon the
hydrolysis reaction of CaTiO3 perovskite at room temperature
(RT).125 At the high temperature of 150 °C, a 400 nm thick anatase
TiO2 layer with a columnar grain structure forms on the surface of
perovskite.126 The anatase alteration phase may react with Fe2+ in
the near-ﬁeld environment, leading to the formation of ilmenite
FeTiO3, the ﬁnal alteration product associated with the breakdown
of the anatase ﬁlm.127 Similarly, crystallization of the amorphous
alteration layer of crystalline aluminosilicates phases is commonly
observed. For instance, the alteration layer of naturally weathered
potassium feldspars (after ~15,000 years) consists of a thin
amorphous layer overlain by a variably thick (up to 1–2 μm)
overcoating composed of a silica-rich, amorphous matrix enriched
in crystalline phyllosilicates.28,33,37,123 The alteration layer may also
experience morphological instability upon drying and dehydration, e.g., in feldspar, leading to cracks and delamination from the
crystal surface.128 The spallation of the alteration layer from the
underlying material may be important for the weathering of
minerals exposed to wet and dry cycles. It is not clearly described
in the literature of ceramics dissolution whether or not an
accelerated stage III corrosion similar to that found on glass occurs
in ceramics upon the breakdown of the alteration layer. However,
formation of secondary phases and transformation of the phases
similar to the stage III process in glass corrosion do occur in the
dissolution of ceramics. A systematic investigation is required to
understand the fate of the passivation ﬁlm and how the phase
npj Materials Degradation (2018) 15

transformation, mechanical and chemical instability impact
ceramic dissolution kinetics and mechanisms.
Effect of environmental parameters on the alteration layer
Environmental variables such as pH, temperature, and solution
composition have signiﬁcant effects on the leached alteration
layer formation. The alteration layer is often a result of the subtle
balance of the kinetics of multiple processes involving different
metal cations and activated complexes of different reactions. In
terms of the effect of solution composition, as discussed above,
the presence of dissolved metal cations in solution, often in
equilibrium with surface metal cation complexes, increases the
activities and chemical potentials of the dissolved species in
solution, decreases the chemical afﬁnity of the dissolution
reaction, and thus inhibits elemental dissolution. For instance,
the dissolution rate of aluminosilicates decreases with increasing
concentration of dissolved alumina or silica species in solution.89,92 Thermodynamically, the enthalpy of the H+ → Al3+
exchange reaction at the surface of feldspar is estimated to be
negative (about −100 kJ mol−1),129 implying that the stability and
thickness of the leached layer decreases with increasing
temperature, given that the enthalpy of dissolution of amorphous
silica is relatively small (~16 kJ mol−1),130 which is consistent with
experimental results for albite leached layers.131 Because the
activation energy is often lower for ion exchange reactions than
for breaking of Al–O and Si–O bonds, a temperature increase may
decrease incongruent dissolution, resulting in a decreased leached
layer thickness. In terms of solution pH, the effect on ceramic and
mineral dissolution rates is through the change of H+ activity in
solution and surface activated complexes, and the latter often
change the dissolution mechanism. For metal silicates, the
dissolution rate decreases continuously with increasing pH in
the acidic region and then becomes pH independent under basic
conditions.89,92 For titanate-based hollandite, the dissolution rate
decreases continuously with increasing pH, accompanied by the
reduction of alteration layer thickness.121 For metal aluminosilicates, a minimum dissolution rate is usually observed around
neutral pH and the rate increases as the solution becomes either
more basic or more acidic.89,92 The change of mechanism with pH
signiﬁcantly affects the formation of the leached alteration layer.
For instance, at pH < 4.8, wollastonite dissolves incongruently to
form a thick leached layer, which may continue until complete
transformation to Ca-free alteration product. At pH > 4.8, congruent dissolution occurs quickly after an initial period without the
formation of an observable leached alteration layer.118 A rapid
release of Cs and Ba occurs in titanate-based hollandite at low pH
values and the dissolution becomes more incongruent at high pH
values.119
Redox reaction-enhanced dissolution of ceramics and minerals
In natural systems, many elements can undergo extensive redox
cycles. The major redox couples are O2/H2O due to the abundance
and reactivity of O2, MnO2/Mn2+, Fe(OH)3/Fe2+ under sub-oxic
conditions and SO42−/H2S or SO42−/HS− under anoxic conditions.132 For ceramics and minerals containing variable valency
elements such as transition metals (e.g., Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Tc),
actinides (e.g., U, Pu), and S, As, and Se, dissolution and
precipitation of solid phases typically accompanies the change
of oxidation state, which in turn impacts material solubility and
dissolution rate. Fe(III) and Mn(III, IV) oxides are subject to
reductive dissolution, and Fe(II) silicates, sulﬁdes, TcO2, and U(IV)
oxides to oxidative dissolution.133 For example, U(IV) in UO2 can
be readily oxidized to U(V) and U(VI), forming successive surface
ﬁlms in aqueous solution or uranyl carbonate or phosphate phases
in solutions containing carbonate or phosphate.134,135 Uranium in
nuclear glass can also undergo redox reactions depending on the
redox potential of the environment.136 For Fe(III) and Mn(III,IV)
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oxides, reduced metal ions can be more easily detached from the
surfaces than non-reduced metal–oxygen bonds. A surface
complex model was derived for surface controlled reductive and
oxidative dissolution considering surface coordination combined
with an electric double layer theory.137 Speciﬁcally, functional
groups present at the surface of ceramics and minerals (e.g., –OH
on oxides and silicates, –SH on sulﬁdes and –CO2OH on
carbonates) can react with H+, OH−, metal ions and ligands,
oxidants and reductants, forming surface complexes and transferring electrons with the surface metal ions. The dissolution rate is
found to be proportional to the concentration of the surfacebound reductants and oxidants. Redox reaction enhances
dissolution of some ceramics and minerals, thus it signiﬁcantly
inﬂuences chemical weathering and hydrogeochemical performance. Redox reaction-enhanced dissolution is also observed in
titanate-based ceramic waste forms, e.g., hollandite, in which Ti3+
is used to charge-compensate monovalent Cs+. A linear correlation was identiﬁed for the release of Cs+ upon oxidation of Ti3+ in
the structure by an oxidizing acid, forming a titanate-enriched
surface layer (rutile and brookite).120 For nuclear waste management, when redox active and semi-conductive waste forms such
as hollandite or UO2 are enclosed in a stainless canister, redox
reaction-enhanced dissolution is further coupled with the canister
corrosion and radiolysis in which strong oxidants such as aqueous
Fe3+ species, hydrous iron oxides and NO3− can be present.138
Challenges in understanding the leached alteration layer
The leached alteration layer has long been observed in experiments and explained by theory. However, the properties of the
alteration layer and their effects on long-term dissolution rate are
not fully understood. It is notable that the leached layer formed
under incongruent dissolution conditions is usually protective and
has a passivation effect on dissolution. However, how the leached
layer decreases the dissolution rate over time is not well
understood. This requires the physical properties of the layer to
be well characterized. There is also a need to distinguish between
the observations of dissolution far from and close to the
equilibrium conditions. Similar to silicate glasses, dissolution of
ceramics and minerals, formation of leached layers and secondary
phases, and solution chemistry are intimately coupled and this
coupling evolves with time. The origin of the leached layer
formation is still a matter of debate including whether the ion
exchange or dissolution–precipitation mechanism dominates the
formation. This is signiﬁcant because different reaction mechanisms could lead to dramatically different predictions of long-term
dissolution rates. In addition, replacement reactions may also play
a role in leached layer formation. The dissolution mechanisms of
many ceramics with varied valence elements are complex, redox
sensitive, and often surface catalyzed in aqueous environments.
The electron transfer reactions often involve many elementary
steps, passivating ﬁlm and secondary phase formation, coupled
with the electrolyte and water species in solution. To make things
even more complicated, microbes in the environment can play a
role as can radiolysis for disposed nuclear waste. As such, although
phenomenological descriptions of the dissolution of crystalline
ceramics are well documented in the literature, each of the
elementary steps must be addressed before the complete system
can be understood in full detail.
OVERVIEW OF METALLIC CORROSION
There is a strong thermodynamic-driving force for most metals to
corrode when exposed to an aqueous environment. Considerable
energy is required to convert mined ores into metals and alloys,
and that energy is the driving force for the reaction of the reduced
metal back to an oxidized form similar to an ore.139 Metallic
corrosion is an electrochemical process involving the oxidation of
Published in partnership with CSCP and USTB

metal, which releases electrons, and the consumption of those
electrons by a simultaneous reduction process such as oxygen
reduction or hydrogen evolution.
Most metals and their alloys are susceptible to corrosion and
must be protected by the use of coatings to separate them from
the environment, inhibiting chemicals to change the environment,
or cathodic protection to reduce the thermodynamic-driving
force. However, some metals and alloys are corrosion resistant
because of the spontaneous formation of a thin protective surface
ﬁlm, called a passive ﬁlm. The prime examples of such alloys are
Fe–Cr (stainless steels) and Ni-Cr alloys that form a Cr oxide
passive ﬁlm, but Al, Ti, Ta, Ni, Cu, and their alloys can also be
spontaneously passive because of the formation of a passive ﬁlm
composed of their respective oxides or hydroxides. One or more
oxide may form based on the alloying elements or a new oxide
may form such as a spinel. The rest of this section on metal
corrosion will focus on such corrosion-resistant alloys (CRAs),
including the formation of passive ﬁlms and the localized
breakdown of those ﬁlms and the resultant accelerated corrosion.
Protective oxide formation
As is true for glasses and ceramics, passivation of metals is
achieved when the corrosion rate is very low due to the presence
of a thin and dense ﬁlm under conditions where a high corrosion
rate is expected in the absence of a passive layer.140 Passivation
initiates upon adsorption of species such as O and proceeds with
the formation of passivating ﬁlms consisting of metal oxides,
hydroxides, carbonates, phosphates, or other species depending
upon their thermodynamic stability as a function of the prevailing
conditions.141 However, passive ﬁlms can deviate from predictions
of thermodynamics of bulk materials because of metastability,
pseudomorphic or polymorphic effects, and solute trapping.139
The focus here will be on oxide passive ﬁlms.
The kinetics associated with passivation and decrease of
corrosion rate on metals and alloys depend on a variety of factors
including the relative kinetics of oxide formation, cation ejection,
and chemical dissolution, the types of point defects in the oxide
and their ionic and electronic transport characteristics in response
to the electric ﬁeld imposed across the oxide, as well as metal
−ﬁlm and ﬁlm-solution interfacial reaction ﬂuxes.142,143 A number
of environmental factors such as temperature, pH and electrolyte
composition are also important.139,141
Protective oxides may be only nanometers in thickness and
electronically semi-conducting such as for Fe, Ni, and Cr, or thicker
and insulating such as on Al, Ta, and Zr.144,145 Cr, Ni, and Fe form
oxides that are often in a multi-layered structure139,141 with inner
barrier oxides covered by an outer hydroxide layer such as in the
case of Cr(OH)3–0.3 H2O.146 The outer layer may be highly porous,
gel-like, or both and facilitate electrolyte exchange. In the case of
alloying, a layered or laterally heterogeneous phase separated
oxide may form, a spinel may form comprised of various alloying
elements, or a certain oxide may form preferentially due to
thermodynamic or kinetic factors.147 Selected alloying elements
may be preferentially enriched in the oxide. A critical alloying
content in the bulk alloy required for sufﬁcient enrichment to form
a protective oxide is often cited, although theories for the critical
threshold differ.148,149 While the passive ﬁlm on Al is amorphous,
most passive oxide ﬁlms are crystalline with disordered regions
between oxide crystals and an epitaxial relationship of crystalline
regions with the underlying metal. Passive ﬁlms often become
more crystalline over time. Therefore, details of the passivation
nucleation and growth processes vary with surface orientation
and morphology. Moreover, oxides contain grain and/or phase
boundaries that may have different structure, composition and
electronic properties.150,151
Prominent growth models predict logarithmic, inverse logarithmic, or parabolic growth depending on the details.143,152–156 The
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Fig. 3 Schematic of reaction rate vs. time for a CRA showing initial
high rate of reaction followed by rapid slowing as passive ﬁlm forms
and thickens. In benign environments, the passivated alloy can
achieve a steady state condition with very low residual rate of
reaction. However, in the presence of corrosive species such as
halides, an incubation period of passivity, ti, can be followed by local
breakdown of the passive ﬁlm and the onset of localized corrosion,
leading to a rapid increase in reaction rate at local sites. The rate of
growth of localized corrosion often grows as tn with n between 0.5
and 0.33

ﬁrst two represent the behavior of CRAs under most conditions
and both describe fast kinetics during the initial stages of passivity
followed by rapid slowing as the oxide thickens. Therefore, the
kinetics are similar in form to what was described for glasses and
ceramics, as represented schematically in Fig. 3.
The mechanism of oxide formation and growth includes both
ionic and electronic transport through the oxide.142 Metal cation
transport usually dominates over that of anions,157 whereas
electronic transport may be dominated by either electrons or
holes. Environmental conditions such as pH and applied potential,
as well as material characteristics such as metal orientation,
epitaxy, and misﬁt at the oxide/ﬁlm interface, oxide structure,
oxide composition and ionic defect concentrations, control the
interface reactions and ion transport through the oxide and its
growth.143 In various growth models, cation ejection, dissolution,
or ﬁeld-assisted transport dominates the overall growth process.
Rarely is mass transport through the bulk solution phase ratecontrolling for thin ﬁlm passivity, but it can be an important factor
in thick ﬁlm passivation. For thin ﬁlms of nm thickness, a high
electric ﬁeld assists the diffusion of ionic point defects necessary
for oxidation reactions.158 One hypothesis is that ﬁlm growth is
dependent on the migration of interstitial cation vacancies from
the ﬁlm/solution interface to the metal/ﬁlm interface where the
rate-limiting step is cation injection. The uniform electric ﬁeld
produces a shift in the Fermi level across the ﬁlm, also called the
Mott potential, which drives ionic transport and electron
tunneling.159 Cabrera and Mott’s solution for thin ﬁlm growth at
low temperatures yields an inverse logarithmic oxide growth
model in which the inverse of the ﬁlm thickness varies with –ln
(t).152 This model can be extended to ﬁlms thicker than several
nanometers by assuming that electron transport occurs via
thermionic emission or by typical semiconductor processes across
an oxide, yielding parabolic growth kinetics as seen by Wagner.159
Passive ﬁlm breakdown
Under sufﬁciently aggressive conditions, the protectiveness of the
thin passive ﬁlm on a metal surface will breakdown locally,
resulting in accelerated dissolution in those local sites and the
formation of pits or crevices. The rate of dissolution within these
sites decreases with time as the site grows, but the initial rate can
be 6–8 orders of magnitude larger than the steady state
dissolution rate of the passivated surface.160
Models of passive ﬁlm breakdown must account for the local
nature of the attack, which is easily explained when discrete
microstructural oxide or substrate defects are present that provide
physical, chemical, structural, or electronic non-uniformities.
npj Materials Degradation (2018) 15

Susceptible alloys often contain a high density of microstructural
defects and second phase particles, often with local weak
passivating ﬁlms that are sensitive to breakdown. For stainless
steels, the initiation sites are usually inclusions, particularly MnS
inclusions, as the S in these particles spoils passivity.139 Other
initiation sites include other anodic particles or phases, regions
near cathodic particles, and solute-depleted zones that can form
near grain boundaries as the result of particle precipitation on the
grain boundaries. These zones subsequently form weaker overlying oxides as in sensitized stainless steels, where the precipitation of Cr carbide particles at grain boundaries leaves the nearby
matrix Cr concentration below the critical value required to form a
Cr(III) rich passive ﬁlm. Highly CRAs contain homogeneous oxide
ﬁlms and local breakdown may be attributed to defects in the
oxide, such as grain boundaries and triple points, which facilitate
electrolyte interaction and lower activation energies.161 Proposed
breakdown mechanisms on these ﬁlms are uncertain because
some details of the steps lack experimental veriﬁcation, robust
theoretical bases, or both. A universal model for oxide breakdown
is lacking. The dependence on halide ion concentration, incubation times, potential driving forces, and the precise conditions that
cause instability and/or ﬁlm breakdown must be considered.
At least three prominent theories are posited for breakdown of
passive oxide ﬁlms on CRAs including local thinning, voiding and
collapse, as well as stress-induced rupture.162 Adsorption of
chloride at speciﬁc sites based on some heterogeneity can trigger
breakdown as the ﬁrst of several steps in the process. Passive ﬁlm
breakdown is often interface-controlled or controlled by processes
within the oxide. Oxide thinning is based on release of loosely
bound metal cations in the passive ﬁlm, which is encouraged by
Cl−adsorption in competition with OH−.162 Mz+–Cl−or MZ
+
–OH−–Cl− surface complexes can form more soluble molecular
species than M–O.139,161,162 By this process, the M–O barrier ﬁlm
thickness is reduced locally163–167 and may not be compensated
by additional oxide formation. Enhanced local passive ﬁlm
dissolution at grain boundaries with fewer bonds and lower
activation energies may account for site speciﬁcity.162 Ramiﬁcations include a higher electric ﬁeld across a thinner remaining
oxide, which triggers additional M oxidation. The cation vacancy
defect densities in the oxide may be increased simultaneously via
replacement of oxygen anions with halide anions.162
Cation vacancy formation and voiding can take place in a
variety of ways. For instance, ion transport in the barrier ﬁlm layer
usually occurs via anion and cation vacancies. If transport is
dominated by metal cations, faster cation transport followed by
dissolution (Mz+ release) at the metal/ﬁlm interface (Eq. 1) will
lead to formation of cation vacancies, VMz−. 139,162
MM ! Mzþ þ Vz
M

(1)

Injection of cation vacancies via this process may grow into
vacancy clusters if transport rates are slow. Kirkendall voiding can
also result from differential ionic transport rates.168–171 Either type
of void introduces local stresses and structural instability, leading
to local collapse of the ﬁlm and depassivation.
Finally, various processes such as Cl− adsorption and absorption, electrostatic repulsion, preferential dissolution and change in
lattice parameter, dielectric properties, epitaxial ﬁlms, or large
anion penetration can generate stresses that rupture the passive
ﬁlm.139,161,162 Cl− penetration via oxygen vacancies is debated,
but it is proposed that it can occur in highly defected regions,
lowering surface energy and leading to cracking of the barrier
layer and local breakdown.172–174 The oxide ﬁlm may be in a state
of continual breakdown and repair even without Cl−, but the
breakdown occurs at a higher rate and the repair at a slower rate
in the presence of Cl−.162 All of the processes described above
require some time for interactions of the environment with the
oxide to occur before the critical conditions for breakdown
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develop; thus an incubation time is usually observed before
breakdown and local corrosion in many CRAs.175
Stabilization and propagation of localized corrosion
Stabilization of localized corrosion is a practical concern owing to
perforation of structures or the development of local stress
concentration at these sites, which can lead to cracking and failure
in the presence of stresses. Localized corrosion in the form of pits
or crevices is considered to be autocatalytic because the
conditions that spontaneously form promote continued
growth.176 The reactions within pits, considering divalent cation
production via anodic oxidation of a generic metal M, are:
M ! M2þ þ 2e

(2)

M2þ þ 2H2 O ! MOHþ þ Hþ þ H2 O ! MðOHÞ2 þ2Hþ

(3)

The cathodic reaction outside of pits on the passive surface,
considering a neutral aerated solution, is:
O2 þ 2H2 O þ 4e ! 4OH

(4)

The primary locations of the anodic and cathodic reactions
become spatially separated with the cathodic reaction, i.e., oxygen
reduction (Eq. 4), occurring at the outer passive surface and the
anodic reaction, i.e., metal oxidation (Eq. 2), occurring within the
pit or crevice. This leads to a gradient in solution composition
because the cathodic reactions increase the pH, and hydrolysis of
metal ions result in a decrease in pH within the pit or crevice (Eq.
3). Electrons ﬂow from the local anodes to cathodes, and the
resulting potential gradient drives electromigration of cations
toward the cathode and anions toward the anode. As pitting
corrosion almost always occurs in chloride-containing environments, chloride ions are transported by migration up a
concentration gradient to enrich in the local pit environment. Pit
solutions therefore have high concentrations of Cl−, H+, and metal
cations. This very aggressive environment inhibits the repassivation of pit walls and promotes continued pit growth.
There are many important factors in localized corrosion,
including alloy composition and microstructure, surface roughness, or shielding to create a crevice, electrochemical potential,
solution composition (importantly chloride concentration), and
temperature.176 These factors will be addressed brieﬂy in turn.
For localized corrosion to occur, the metallic alloy must be
passive, which for Fe means that the alloy must contain sufﬁcient
Cr to form a protective passive ﬁlm. The resistance to localized
corrosion usually increases with Cr content as a passivating
element.177 Other alloying elements improve passivity by different
mechanisms, and while there is still a lack of agreement, it can be
considered that Mo inhibits localized corrosion by solute vacancy
interactions in the oxide178 and/or as ions after dissolving in the
local environment,179 W tends to passivate in the acidic pit
environment unlike most metals,180 and N dissolution into the pit
environment counteracts the local acidity.181–183 A strong synergy
is produced between certain alloying elements such as Cr and Mo,
the basis of which remains unclear.184
Pitting corrosion will initiate at the particular site on a boldly
exposed surface that is most susceptible to attack. Examples of
susceptible structures in stainless steels were given above. Crevice
corrosion will occur at regions of shielding of the surface such as
at pipe ﬂanges, fastened lap joints, or under deposits.139 Crevice
corrosion occurs under less aggressive conditions than pitting
corrosion on a boldly exposed surface because the diffusion
barrier associated with the crevice former makes it easier for
concentrated local environments to form. Pitting corrosion on a
boldly exposed surface occurs more readily and under less severe
conditions on rough or abraded surfaces than on smoothly
polished surfaces because the roughness creates small features
like crevices.
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The electrical potential, either the open circuit potential set by
the combination of the anodic and cathodic reactions on the
surface or the potential controlled by a potentiostat, has a
dominant role in localized corrosion.176 Localized corrosion is
enhanced and stabilized with increasing potential because it
accelerates the rate of corrosion in the local site after breakdown.
There exist critical potentials in localized corrosion that can be
used to assess the susceptibility of the alloy in a given
environment. Stable pits can form above the pitting potential,
Epit, and they continue to grow at potentials above the
repassivation potential, ERP. Alloys with high values of Epit and
ERP tend to have higher resistance to pitting corrosion. It should be
noted that pits do form at potentials below Epit, grow for a period
often on the order of seconds, and then repassivate. These
metastable pits can also form above Epit in the induction period
before the initiation of a stable pit.185
The concentration of species in the aqueous environment has a
large effect on the tendency for localized corrosion.177 Important
factors include pH, anions such as halide, and chelating or
complexing species, which can alter the thermodynamics and
kinetics. Localized attack is promoted by the presence of an
aggressive species in the environment, which is almost always
chloride. The tendency for localized corrosion increases as the
chloride ion concentration increases, but decreases when inhibiting species are added to the environment.
Finally, temperature plays a critical role in localized corrosion,
which will only occur above the critical pitting temperature (CPT)
for that alloy.182,186–189 CPT exhibits much smaller statistical
distributions than Epit for CRAs, and so is also used as a measure of
resistance to pitting. The CPT has been explained by the different
temperature dependencies for salt ﬁlm and passive ﬁlm formation
so the CPT is the temperature above which a metal salt ﬁlm will
form on the pit wall instead of a passive ﬁlm.
The growth rates of stable pits and crevices can be controlled
by mass transport, interface, or ohmic effects. Pits growing under
mass transport control are often polished, whereas grain
orientation effects are seen when pitting is interface controlled
since interfacial thermodynamic and kinetics are often strongly
dependent on crystal structure. Ohmic effects originate from the
spatial separation of the anodic reaction within the localized
corrosion site and the cathodic reaction on the outer surface
passive ﬁlm. Various controlling factors mentioned above such as
mass transport, ohmic or charge transfer control give rise to a pit
penetration depth that is a speciﬁc function of exposure duration
such as time raised to the 1/2 or 1/3 power depending on the
governing details.190–192 This is shown qualitatively in Fig. 3 where
the extent of damage increases rapidly with time once localized
corrosion sites form.
Pits can also transition into other modes of corrosion such as
corrosion fatigue, intergranular corrosion, and stress corrosion
cracking.193 The criteria for these transitions involves a combination of chemical, electrochemical, microstructural, and mechanical
factors that are beyond the scope of this review.
The relative importance of passive ﬁlm properties and pit
dissolution kinetics in controlling the pitting corrosion process has
been a matter of debate for some time. Pits cannot initiate unless
the passive ﬁlm breaks down, so the properties of the passive ﬁlm
and its ability to resist breakdown is clearly of importance.
However, breakdown of passive ﬁlms followed immediately by
repassivation is not of practical concern, so it can be considered
that the most critical aspect of pitting corrosion is the stabilization
of the localized attack. A recent paper described how both
perspectives are of importance, with pit stabilization controlling
under aggressive conditions where breakdown is frequent and
passive ﬁlm breakdown dominating under less aggressive
conditions (or in a more resistant alloy).194
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SILICATE GLASS, CRYSTALLINE CERAMIC, AND METAL
CORROSION: SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
In this section, the mechanisms of corrosion of the three material
classes will be compared and contrasted, highlighting similarities
and differences. The goal is to provide guidance for future
interdisciplinary synergistic activities that could lead to advances
in understanding.
Surface ﬁlms form on all three materials
Surface ﬁlms can control the dissolution rate of all three materials.
When the surface ﬁlms are protective, they act by separating the
unaltered substrate from the environment. The extent of
protection depends largely on the properties of the surface ﬁlm,
e.g., its thickness, conductivity, diffusivity, and porosity. In aqueous
environments, glass, ceramics, and metals form insulating or semiconducting passive oxide ﬁlms that have some similarity to each
other. Because the localized corrosion of a passive metal requires
the breakdown of the passive ﬁlm, the processes may be related
to the mechanisms of degradation of ceramics and glass. The
passive ﬁlm/alteration layer on metals and ceramics can be either
amorphous or crystalline, although the passive ﬁlms on metallic
CRAs are usually crystalline. The passive layer formed on silicate
glass is amorphous. The formation of crystalline products on glass
are usually not protective and may even grow at the expense of
the amorphous passivating layer. Formation of surface ﬁlms on all
the materials may decrease the corrosion rate but cannot stop it
because, thermodynamically, the corrosion is a spontaneous and
irreversible process driven by thermodynamics. For some crystalline materials, the thermodynamic driving force can diminish and
even reverse, resulting in growth of the material by deposition. In
contrast, glass and metals generally cannot spontaneously deposit
from aqueous solution.
Cross-sectional images of example surface ﬁlms formed on
corroded samples taken from the literature are shown in Figs. 4–6.
Figure 4 shows a TEM cross section of the passive ﬁlm formed on
Fe-20Cr-10Ni in deaerated, 50 °C, pH 8.5 borate buffer solution at
0.4 VSCE for 12 h.195 The ﬁlm is seen to be about 2.5 nm thick. Fast
Fourier transform images indicate that the passive ﬁlm is
amorphous. Electron energy loss spectroscopy indicated that the
passive ﬁlm was enriched in Cr, contained Fe, and was practically
devoid of Ni.

The alteration layer formed on ISG exposed for 209 days at 90 °
C, in pH 9, silica-saturated solution is shown in Fig. 5.35 This is an
SEM image formed by fracturing the glass. The alteration layer is
about 0.5 μm thick, much thicker than that formed on the metal
alloy. The glass was exposed for a much longer period than the
metal, but the metal passive ﬁlm is not expected to thicken
appreciably with longer exposure after reaching a steady state.
This layer is a nanoporous layer with high concentrations of Si, Al,
Ca, and Zr and depleted in Na and B.
The reaction layer formed on U-containing titanate pyrochlore
(Ca(U0.5Ce0.25Hf0.25)Ti2O7) exposed for 835 days at RT in pH 4
potassium acid phthalate buffer with 0.005 M HCl is shown in Fig.
6.196 The layer ranged from 6 to 10 nm in thickness, enriched in Ti
and Hf and depleted in Ca and U. It is generally believed that
incongruent dissolution with preferential release of soluble
elements leads to the formation of the alteration layer enriched
with less-soluble elements, which were Ti and Hf in this case. The
alteration ﬁlm behaves as a passivation layer to prevent further
release of elements and thus reduces the dissolution rate of
ceramics. Such alteration layers are primarily amorphous, but may
experience an amorphous-to-crystalline phase transformation,
resulting in the formation of nm-sized TiO2 crystals over long
times. The enrichment of a protective surface layer with lesssoluble elements also occurs in metals and glasses. It should be
noted that, whereas the surface ﬁlm shown in Fig. 6 is quite thin,
ceramics can under certain conditions also form a relatively thick
alteration layer like the one shown in Fig. 5 for glass.119,125
There are similarities in the kinetics of attack
Glass exhibits three stages of corrosion. The initial rate of attack is
fast, controlled by the hydrolysis of Si–O–M bonds (M = Si, Al,

Fig. 5 SEM cross section of the alteration layer formed on ISG
exposed for 209 days to pH 9 solution saturated with silica at 90 °C.
(reproduced with permission from ref. 35, copyright Elsevier 2017)

Fig. 4 TEM cross section of the passive ﬁlm on Fe-20Cr-10Ni formed
in deaerated, 50°C, pH 8.5 borate buffer solution at 0.4 VSCE for 12 h.
(reproduced with permission from ref. 195, copyright Elsevier 2014)
npj Materials Degradation (2018) 15

Fig. 6 TEM cross section of (Ca(U0.5Ce0.25Hf0.25)Ti2O7) exposed for
835 days at RT in pH 4 potassium acid phthalate buffer with 0.005 M
HCl. (reproduced with permission from ref. 196, copyright American
Chemical Society 2004)
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Zr…), but the rate slows rapidly. If stage III sets in, the rate
increases dramatically again, potentially close to but never higher
than the initial rate. Some ceramics exhibit similar dissolution
kinetics as glass with the initial rapid dissolution stage and a slow
dissolution stage when approaching to equilibrium conditions
(Fig. 2b-1)). The dramatic increase in the rate in stage III dissolution
is rarely described in the ceramics corrosion literature, but the
transformation of amorphous alteration layer to crystalline phases
is common for ceramics after exposure in aqueous environments
for a long period of time. Similar to glasses, this process may cause
a delayed increase in the rate of alteration of the ceramic material.
Metals react quickly with an exponential decrease in corrosion rate
as the passive ﬁlm forms, eventually reaching a low steady state
passive dissolution rate where the rate of metal oxidation and ﬁlm
formation at the metal/oxide interface equals the rate of ﬁlm
dissolution at the oxide/solution interface. The rate will then
increase again if localized corrosion initiates. All three materials
classes may require an incubation time related to interaction of
the environment with the surface to change it chemically,
physically, structurally, or to introduce defects. On the other
hand, stage III of glass corrosion is usually global, occurring equally
across the exposed surface, whereas passive ﬁlm breakdown on
metals is local.
Typical rates of corrosion can be compared by considering
reaction rates in units of m yr−1. The corrosion rate of glass is
usually measured at 90 °C, and typical values for the initial forward
reaction rate and the residual reaction rate are 1 and 2 × 10−4 g
m−2 d−1, respectively. Assuming a glass density of 2.7 g cm−3, this
corresponds to corrosion rates of 1.4 × 10−4 and 3 × 10−8 m yr−1,
respectively. Considering that the rates at RT are ~2 orders of
magnitude slower than at 90 °C 197, the RT residual rate of glass
corrosion is on the order of 10−10 m yr−1. For a stagnant solution,
the transition from the initial rate to transient rate takes a few
weeks to a few months, but the transition is extended in the
presence of ﬂow, possibly indeﬁnitely.
Ceramics in general display slower corrosion rates than glass as
a result of structural conﬁnement in crystalline lattices, which
varies depending on the structure and composition. A typical
value of the initial corrosion rate of ceramics measured at 90 °C is
on the order of 10−1–10−2 g m−2 d−1, which equate to 10−5–10−6
m yr−1. The steady state corrosion rate of titanate-based ceramics
is on the order of 10−3–10−5 g m−2 d−1, equivalent to 10−7–10−9
m yr−1, respectively.198,199 Both pH and temperature signiﬁcantly
impact the corrosion rate of ceramics, and several orders of
magnitude difference in the corrosion rate can be observed from
highly acidic to near-neutral pH values. The time to achieve steady
state varies from days to years.
Metal passivation kinetics decrease exponentially with time so
there is no true initial rate. The measured current density on a
freshly bared metal surface undergoing passivation depends on
the timescale at which the measurement is made, and has been
measured to be as high as 100 A cm−2 using special thin ﬁlm
breaking electrodes that allow measurements on the timescale of
μs.200,201 This current density equates to the extraordinary rate of
1 × 103 m yr−1 at these very short times. However, the rate decays
rapidly and the steady state passive current density for a good
CRA, which at RT might be on the order of 10−8 A cm−2 or 10−7 m
yr−1, could be achieved within hours or days.
The comparison of the rates is instructive, as shown Fig. 7. The
rates of ceramic corrosion are the lowest and those of metal
corrosion the greatest, but the values of residual or steady state
corrosion are within a few orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the
steady state rates are all quite small, which highlights the difﬁculty
in making measurements. The electrochemical nature of metallic
corrosion facilitates the measurement of metal corrosion rates,
both the low steady state rates found for CRAs and the high rates
found at very short times.
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Fig. 7 Summary of estimates of initial rates of corrosion, r0, and
residual or steady state rates, rR, for ceramics, glasses and corrosionresistant metal alloys. The very high initial rate shown for metal
passivation is a consequence of the very short timescale (μs) over
which such rates can be measured for metals

Rate-controlling processes vary
Mass transport in the passivating layer is often rate controlling in
glass and ceramic corrosion. The thin ﬁlm passivity of metals is
usually controlled by oxide defect chemistry and charge carrier
densities governing interfacial reactions or transport through the
oxide, and rarely by mass transport control through the bulk
solution phase, which, however, can be an important factor in
thick ﬁlm passivation. Alteration layers on glass and ceramics
might form by dissolution/precipitation or direct reorganization,
depending on many intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Precipitated
ﬁlms on metals are not protective; passive ﬁlms form directly on
the surface. Dissolution, particularly in the early stages, can be
incongruent for all three material classes and depends on the
environment, and this has a large effect on the passive ﬁlm/
alteration layer composition. Dissolution of metals is always
oxidative. Ceramics can undergo oxidative or reductive dissolution, or dissolve without redox reactions by ion exchange or
chemical dissolution with no charge transfer. Silicate glasses
mostly undergo chemical dissolution and ion exchange, with
oxidative or reductive processes limited to the attack and
transport of particular multivalent ions in certain waste glasses.

The processes of delayed acceleration of corrosion are different
All three materials can exhibit an acceleration in corrosion
following a period at a much reduced rate. The passive ﬁlm on
many metals breaks down locally in aggressive environments
containing halides as the result of local thinning, voiding and
collapse, or stress-induced rupture. The attack is sustained by local
changes in environment driven by the physical separation of the
anodic and cathodic reactions. Glass corrosion has been shown to
accelerate concurrent with the precipitation of zeolites, magnesium silicates, CSH, or iron silicates for some conditions and
compositions. These phases remove silicon and/or aluminum from
the local solution, which can either disrupt the passivating
properties of an alteration layer or drive the reaction of the glass
itself to much higher kinetic rates. In crystalline ceramics, the
transformation of a passivating ﬁlm to new phases may lead to
accelerated corrosion similar to the stage III in glass corrosion due
to increased solution transport in the newly formed crystalline
ﬁlm.
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Critical factors are similar
The corrosion reactions for glasses, ceramics, and metals are all
driven by thermodynamic factors as these materials are typically
far from equilibrium during natural exposure. Material composition plays a dominant role in determining corrosion rate for all
three material classes. Material structure plays a role when
reactions at the interface are the rate-limiting step in the corrosion
process. Environmental parameters are critical in all three cases
with pH, temperature, and the presence of aggressive or
protective ionic species in the environment all being important.
Anions in the environment dominate the corrosion of metals,
while both anions and cations can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence ceramic
and glass corrosion. A minimum dissolution rate is often observed
at near-neutral pH for all three materials, though many metals
exhibit continued decrease in rate with increasing pH. Electrode
potential is a major driving force for metals and electrochemically
active ceramics. Processing history is critical for determining the
microstructure of metals and ceramics and thereby corrosion
resistance. For glass, the structure and properties including
corrosion rate can be slightly impacted by thermal history. The
most signiﬁcant impacts of thermal history of waste glass are the
result of macroscopic cracking, which increases the effective
surface area for glass corrosion12,202 and phase changes which
alter the residual glass composition.203
Suggestions to advance the current knowledge
The corrosion behaviors of the three material classes—glass,
ceramics, and metals—have been studied independently; the
comparison of corrosion mechanisms found or proposed in each
material class clearly shows similarities in their degradation
behavior. The most signiﬁcant commonality is the initial formation
of a protective surface layer, involving reorganization and
enrichment of the ﬁlm towards some quasi-steady state conﬁguration of both structure and composition. However, factors
controlling the breakdown processes are different. This suggests
that a major breakthrough in scientiﬁc understanding of corrosion
behavior could be brought about by adapting knowledge or
analytical and modeling methods from other material ﬁelds.
Corrosion has been studied extensively in each material ﬁeld,
but many fundamental questions remain elusive. Such questions
are unlikely to be answered if they are studied with the same
conventional techniques that have been broadly used in the past.
In that sense, advanced techniques that have been used in one
material research ﬁeld could be adopted in other material ﬁelds to
discover new insights. For example, the isotope labeling and
exchange methods commonly used in glass corrosion studies
could be employed in metal corrosion research to study the fate of
oxidized metal ions and in ceramic corrosion to study the atom
transport and ion exchange processes. Also, atom probe
topography, which has been widely used for atomic level chemical
analysis in metallurgy, can be applied to the precision depth
proﬁling across the alteration layer on metals, glass and ceramics,
and the elemental mapping of the alteration layer/bulk glass
interfacial region. Similarly, computational methods used to
predict and visualize glass corrosion could be utilized for ceramic
corrosion. Of course, the application of analytical methods
developed in one material ﬁeld to other materials might not be
simple, but the potential return would be high if obstacles could
be resolved or circumvented.
The comparison of surface degradation mechanisms also
highlights new questions that have not yet been considered in
depth. For example, the alteration layer on glass cannot be in the
equilibrium state because it is formed in non-equilibrium reaction
conditions on a substrate that is itself a non-equilibrium material.
The composition and density of the alteration layer are quite
different from the bulk glass, so it is likely to contain residual
stress.204 When the layer thickness is small, the stress is small and
npj Materials Degradation (2018) 15

the layer would be stable. However, as the layer thickness grows,
the residual stress grows due to the density difference and
eventually could lead to catastrophic failure. In that case, the
interfacial stress effect should be considered in the thermodynamics of the alteration layer growth and stability. Such interfacial
stress effects on bond parameters of the glass network could be
studied using new spectroscopic techniques.205,206 Similar arguments or approaches could pertain to surface ﬁlms formed during
the degradation of other materials. The competitive adsorption of
species from the environment and their effects on surface stresses
is an area ripe for advancement.
The alteration layers formed in non-equilibrium conditions
could be locally inhomogeneous, not just through the depth or
thickness, but also laterally. Therefore, local ﬂuctuations of
thermodynamic and/or transport properties could play critical
roles in the overall degradation behavior. This is ubiquitous in
metal corrosion, and it is possible that the same effects exist in the
corrosion of glass and ceramic materials to a certain degree.
Therefore, interdisciplinary or trans-disciplinary collaborations
across different material ﬁelds will bring new insights into
complicated material degradation mechanisms beyond what
one research ﬁeld has been able to achieve.
Another issue relates to the fact that environments in corrosion
processes are often conﬁned in nm-dimensional spaces, such as in
the alteration ﬁlm on glass or in incipient pits in metals. Solution
phase characteristics such as pH, concentration, and activity have
been deﬁned for bulk phases, and advances are required in the
fundamental understanding of these parameters for their
application in such small, conﬁned volumes.
Finally, the use of common modeling approaches for the
corrosion of the different materials has signiﬁcant potential to
provide new insights. The multiscale nature of corrosion, where
atomistic surface processes (which are difﬁcult or impossible to
identify by lab experiments) end up in macroscopic dissolution
(which is accurately measurable), requires modeling and crossvalidation on all length scales, in which atomic level models207
typically inform the meso and macroscopic scales. Commonalities
in modeling of the different materials exist, especially on the most
fundamental quantum mechanical and the most macroscopic rate
theory scales, with opportunities for cross-fertilization, particularly
at the intermediate mesoscale.
On the most fundamental atomic scale, quantum mechanical
methods, typically within density functional theory, are routinely
used to study the reaction pathways and energy barriers for all
materials, from the hydrolysis reactions in network glasses70 and
minerals208 to electrochemical processes of metal corrosion.209,210
Recent developments involving more realistic modeling of solvent
effects211,212 offer signiﬁcant potential for further exploration. On
the macroscopic scale within rate theory, the change in
concentration and material at the surface is modeled by
differential equation systems, governed by diffusion and reaction
constants that are ﬁtted to experiments or calculated by atomistic
modeling, which has been demonstrated for ceramics (see
Fundamentals of kinetics of crystal dissolution), glasses,213 and
uniform metal corrosion.214 On the intermediate level, materialspeciﬁc differences exist, which offer the greatest potential for
knowledge transfer between the ﬁelds. For example, within glass
corrosion, classical and ab initio molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations are prominently used to generate realistic bulk and
surface structures of waste glasses,215–218 including the nanoporous gel layer structures during glass corrosion.219,220 To a lesser
degree, MD has also been used to describe ceramics and metal
corrosion and inhibition.221 MD has not been more widely used
because of the limited availability of interatomic potentials to
describe the heterogeneous interfaces. The expected development of more accurate potentials will open up the possibility to
study reaction, diffusion, defect formation, and migration at the
extended atomic scale for more materials.207 Modeling at the
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intermediate length and times scale is most prominently
represented by stochastic models based on cellular automata
and Monte Carlo modeling,222,223 which are especially appropriate
to model pitting corrosion,222 and gel layer microstructure
evolution during glass corrosion,224 but have been explored to a
much lesser degree for ceramic corrosion.
Exploiting the full range of modeling methods developed for
the different materials classes can potentially provide unprecedented insights in not only the mechanisms of corrosion of these
materials but also in the deliberate design of new compositions
and structures.

CONCLUSIONS
Oxide glass, crystalline ceramics, and metals have different
structure, bonding, and (usually) different composition, yet they
all can degrade upon exposure to an aqueous environment. This
review provides a high level overview of the corrosion mechanisms of each type of material, and then describes similarities and
differences.
●

●

●

●

The form of the kinetics for each is similar, with a rapid initial
reaction followed by slowing as the result of (or simply
concurrent with) the formation of a surface ﬁlm. The corrosion
rate can increase again if the conditions promote a loss of
protection of the surface passivation or alteration layer.
The disruption of passivating mechanisms happens globally
on glass and locally on metals. The loss of protection of the
surface ﬁlm leading to accelerated corrosion is less well
understood on crystalline ceramics.
Mass transport plays an important role in all materials, and the
dissolution processes include chemical dissolution, ion
exchange, and electrochemical reactions.
Synergistic interactions between researchers studying the
corrosion of the different materials classes should lead to
cross-fertilization and advances in understanding of the
fundamental mechanisms of degradation. Possibilities exist
in the areas of advanced characterization including in situ
methods and modeling at different relevant length scales.
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